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Many ways to put a face
to that online connection

By Robert Janelle

come. It mostly encompassed members
of the local telecom industry but has
hile online communities and come to include all business within Otnetworking are all the rage, tawa, whether start-up or established.
there’s still plenty of room for
The Ottawa Network is still running
traditional “off-line” networking as well.
strong and still a volunteer-driven effort,
This is particularly evident in Ot- though the focus has lately been on edutawa where the growth of online com- cational sessions bringing together promunities has spawned many personal fessionals of various expertise to share
group meetings.
their knowledge with the collective.
In fact, the increased importance of so“Anything that fosters people getcial media like blogs and podcasts among ting together is a good thing,” says Otbusinesses has led to creation of the So- tawa Network event coordinator and
cial Media Breakfast for local technology consultant Andrew Moizer.
professionals to gather and discuss soThanks to the efforts of volunteers
cial media over coffee,
and some corporate
hosted at the Ramius
sponsorships, The OtSocial Media
Corporation.
tawa Network has
Also hosted at Ramius Breakfast sessions been able to provide
are Periscope Lunch
usually appear networking and learnand Learn sessions
ing opportunities free
in podcast form of charge, which Mr.
where various piece
of tech both emerging
Moizer says sets them
a short time
and existing are shown
apart from similar opafter they are
off to help raise awaretions in the National
ness of what’s available
Capital Region.
completed.
to make businesses run
“OCRI (Ottawa
more efficiently.
Centre for Research
While initially intended to be internal and Innovation) has many meetings
meetings for Ramius employees, the and they cost a lot of money,” he says,
Periscope sessions have recently begun contrasting these with his group’s free
to host presentations from outside pro- weekly meetings.
fessionals and have opened meetings to
Facilitating the growth of networks
the public. The most recent session had that foster a more human connection
DevShop founder Craig Fitzpatrick has been the opening of Ottawa consulspeaking on issues related to project tant Ian Graham’s Code Factory, a comanagement, for which his company working location that has already come
develops a software solution.
to host many of these events during its
For some time local business law firm off-hours, providing a stable location
Labarge Weinstein has been hosting and eliminating the search for an availmonthly drop-in sessions for start-ups to able host venue every meeting.
get together and network in person at its
Although most of these networks
Kanata office. It recently hosted a clean emphasize face-to-face networking,
tech workshop in conjunction with The new media tools have still come to
Ottawa Network, one of the largest and play an important role. Mr. Moizer set
longest running groups in town.
up a group on the business-focused
Formed after Ottawa’s tech bubble social network LinkedIn a few months
burst in 2001, the group was a volunteer back which quickly gained nearly 900
collective originally meant as a rallying members.
More, see Networks, page 4
point for those left without a steady in-
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Ecosystems up and moving

global stage. The ecosystem approach
provides a pull strategy. Buyers and
intermediaries work with companies to
everal years ago Carleton procommercialize since day one.”
fessor Tony Bailetti, pondering
Technology transfer offices often
the value of serial entrepreneurs
produced more confusion and false
to Ottawa, asked himself, “How can
starts than the commercial success and
we best help these regional treasures
private investment they had set out to
and thereby benefit the city?” Today,
cultivate. Focus and returns improved
Dr. Bailetti is the linchpin of one of
some with the advent of clusters, but
the region’s largest open ecosystems
even with all their outward signs of
focused on creating wealth.
success – especially evident in the
Opened in 2006 with assistance
years preceding the great bubble rupfrom the Ontario government, the Talture – clusters provided little guidance
ent First Network (TFN) is composed
for the entrepreneur and investor, both
of more than twenty initiatives headof whom learned that following clusquartered at Dr. Bailetti’s Carleton
ter lead in order to find a hot technollair. While the ecosystem holds some
ogy was often a dead end.
interest for public policy wonks and
“Pick a winning domain and invest
academics, including students of enin it, that was the idea,” recalls Dr.
trepreneurship, TFN, accessible to one
Bailetti. [Clusters] tend to be inflexand all, primarily attracts those conible and fail to uncover growth niche
cerned with making money.
markets since they have little customTFN assists students and others
er involvement. It’s a combination of
trying to start a business by bringtechnology trends and market trends
ing them together with experienced
that win the day and this means the
entrepreneurs, and helping them
customer has to be involved.”
grow technologies and develop busi- Tony Bailetti
While commercializing technology
ness models. A main objective is to Dr. Bailetti. “They actively sought
accumulate knowledge and define partnerships with private industry resulting from research or other innoopportunities in order to exploit so- and measured themselves on the vation-driven processes is hardly new,
cietal shifts brought about by tech number of patents generated and going about it successfully has always
innovation.
licensed. But they were largely in- required the ability to recognize trends
Dr. Bailleti, architect of TFN and a effective, given the investment re- early enough to catch them.
“The chance to exploit an opportuchampion of ecosystems in general, quired.
nity diminishes over time,”
has no uncertainties about
the ecosystem’s collective Commercializing technology resulting Dr. Bailetti asserts. “With
some skill we can recogapproach to business.
from research or other innovationnize an opportunity and,
“Innovation is distributed globally. Harnessdriven processes is hardly new, but once we see it, we need
time to act on the opporing innovation distributed
globally requires cash, going about it successfully has always tunity before it’s too late.
talent, partnerships, and required the ability to recognize trends Anything we can do to reduce reaction time benefits
approaches and tools that
early enough to catch them.
the entrepreneur. This is
scale up in size. To scale,
the key idea – acting earlier
successful companies use
an ecosystem approach.”
“Both university and government results in more value created – which in
Before the ecosystem, other ap- tech offices used ‘push’ strategies, de- today’s rapidly changing world means
proaches were tried with mixed results. veloping technology for export or trans- we need a system of starting and grow“In the early days we had tech- ferring it to someone else while hoping ing companies that has speed, low cost,
nology transfer offices. Their focus for the best. Push strategies hurt SMBs. and is flexible and immediately global
was to move research in line with They simply didn’t have the cash and re- in nature.”
More, see Ecosystems, page 7
what business wanted,” remembers lationships required to help them at the
By James Bowen
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BTI Systems

appoints John Haydon to the position
of president and
CEO, and adds Neil
Ferris to its board.
Mr. Haydon, with
more than 25 years
of experience in operations, customer
service and supply John Haydon
chain management,
joined BTI last
January as SVP of
global operations.
He will oversee the
next phase of BTI’s
global expansion in
Europe, Asia and
Africa. Mr. Ferris
Neil Ferris
was the founder and
CEO of Fluent and led the company
through to acquisition by Novell. In
addition, he positioned Giganet for an
estimated $650-million acquisition by
Emulex Corporation.

Michael Hollend

is named chairman of
Protus, a developer
of SaaS business
communications
tools. Mr. Hollend is
a partner at EdgeStone Capital Partners and serves on
the boards of Overlay TV, Maximum Throughput,
MusicIP and pVelocity. He earned an
MBA and LLB from U of T and a BA
in economics from Western.

John Kelly,

vice president of
SC Stormont, is
tapped as new CEO
of wastewater treatment systems maker
Clearford Industries
Inc. A recognized
pioneer in the Canadian technology community with more than 35 years of entrepreneurial and executive experience,
Mr. Kelly helped found local computer
services ﬁrm SHL Systemhouse Ltd.
and served as CEO of software manufacturer JetForm, acquired by Adobe
in 2002. He was until recently a principal at technology mentoring company
Reid Eddison Inc., as well as chairman of NexInnovations Inc. Earlier
on, he founded Why Interactive and
co-founded Computer Innovations
Distribution Inc. and Nabu Network
Corporation, a cable based home computer network. Mr. Kelly has received
many honours and awards, including
Master Entrepreneur of the Year, Ontario (1997), Most Respected CEO, Ottawa (1998) and Civic Entrepreneur of the
Year, Ottawa (1999) In November 2004,
he was inducted into the CIPA Hall of
Fame. He currently serves on the board
of a number of private, public and not
for proﬁt organizations and is co-chair
2 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

of CATA. He holds an honours BBA
in ﬁnance from Iona College, New
Rochelle, New York, and an honours
law degree from uOttawa, which also
conferred on him an honorary doctorate.
He has ﬁve children.

Carole LaPorte

joins Vocantas as a
marketing communications specialist,
responsible for marketing the company’s
interactive voice response systems. Ms.
LaPorte has held various marketing roles in
the ﬁnancial and manufacturing sectors
over the last six years. She has a BA in
law and business from Carleton and a
post-graduate certiﬁcate in communications from Seneca College. She is currently pursuing designation as a Public
Relations Professional. Ms. LaPorte is
a member of the Canadian Marketing Association, the Canadian Public
Relations Society, Toastmasters and
OCRI. A recreational runner, she enjoys
traveling, cottage life and spending time
with her husband and daughter.

Dr. Neil Mackay

is named chief operating ofﬁcer and
EVP of EMS Technologies Inc. Dr.
Mackay was most
recently EVP of
strategy at EMS,
overseeing mergers
and acquisitions. He
has been CEO with a number of telecommunications and aviation companies, including GEAC Computers in
Toronto, Innotech Aviation Ltd. in
Montreal and the Trinidad and Tobago Telephone Co. He is a recipient
of the Canadian Business Aviation
Association’s lifetime achievement
award for service to the aviation industry. Before entering corporate management in 1979, he was an associate professor at Queen’s University, teaching electronics, communications and
signal processing. He earned a B.Eng
from McGill and a Ph.D in electronics
and communications engineering from
Sydney University, Australia.

Shawn Mountain

is hired as managing
director of The Mergis Group, an IT,
engineering and executive stafﬁng ﬁrm
part of the Spherion
family of companies.
Mr. Mountain brings
with him over 12
years of experience in IT recruiting,
sales and management. He previously
worked for PROCOM and Brainhunter. He serves on the board of
numerous charitable and professional
associations, and is VP of the Canadian Information Processing Society in Ottawa.
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it uses a lot of technology; I would
see how that might be improved. I would also
look for opportunities related to the
region’s harsh winDENZIL DOYLE
ters. In this regard, it is
interesting to note that a University of British Columbia scientist
by the name of Dr. Mory Ghomshei
uring a visit to western Canada has written a paper exploring the
in the latter part of June, I took possibility of using an abandoned
a side trip to Yellowknife in mine as a source of heat for the city.
the Northwest Territories for no par- (The temperature is 30 degrees C at
ticular reason other than to see if they the bottom of the shaft, which is in
really do golf until midnight at that a built-up area of the city.) I would
time of year. I learned that they do. also look for problems associated
I also learned that
with Yellowknife’s
Yellowknife is now I could not help but
role as a distribua vibrant and thrivtion centre. Above
think of what an
ing city of some
all, I would try to
20,000 people with opportunity the city repatriate
some
world-class hotels,
of the people who
presents to Canada have left the city
restaurants and
shopping facilities. for an experiment in because they are
Its economy is futhe ones most likecluster formation. ly to be dedicated
elled mainly by the
gold and diamond
to it and would like
mines in the area and by its role as an to be part of any cluster activity.
administrative and support centre for
The signs of money flow are evthe western Arctic.
erywhere in the city. A downtown
The only complaint I heard from building lot that looked to be about
the locals was that many of the young a half acre in size was advertised
people are going off to places like Ed- for $1.5 million. I could not help
monton, Calgary, and Vancouver for but think of what an opportunity the
their post-secondary education and city presents to Canada for an exmany of them don’t return because periment in cluster formation. All it
Yellowknife does not offer them the would take is a few million dollars
variety of jobs that these cities do. It in venture capital that is both patient
is a complaint that we hear frequently and well managed. Whatever the
in regions whose economies are so amount, it would be petty cash comclosely tied to natural resources.
pared to the $30 billion that will be
I could not help but think about spent to build a natural gas pipeline
the possibility of establishing a high- from Alaska to the lower 48 states in
tech cluster in the city that would pro- the next few years. It will pass not
vide some of the career diversity that that far away.
people are looking for. I wondered
Such an experiment would also rewhat form it would take. If there is quire a group of enthusiastic and dedione thing we do know about cluster cated individuals who are prepared to
formation, it is that they generally withstand criticism because nothing
address a local need first and then of this sort has ever been carried out in
export the local products and servic- Canada – or elsewhere for that matter.
es around the world. (This was a key It could produce a template that could
point of the famous Miller and Cote be applied to other resource-oriented
article, “Growing the Next Silicon regions in the country.
Valley” that appeared in the August
Guru in one guise, angel in an1985 issue of the Harvard Business other, Denzil Doyle is a member of
Review.) The point has been proven the Order of Canada, a professional
over and over again, particularly engineer, founder and former CEO of
in Canada. Vancouver’s wireless Digital Equipment Corp. in Canada,
cluster was started by Klaus Doer- company director, mentor, consultant,
ing who was trying to solve some investor and author of the best-sellunique communications problems ing ‘Making Technology Happen’. He
in the lumber industry. Waterloo’s can be reached at ddoyle@doyletechInformation and Communications corp.com.
Technology cluster was started by
Wes Graham who was trying to find
NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
a better way of teaching computer
IS PRINTED ON
technology in the city’s newly minted university. Ottawa’s cluster can
RECYCLED
be traced to some unique military
NEWSPRINT
requirements following World War
II. And so on.
If I were challenged to create a
Yellowknife cluster, I would start
by looking for unusual operating
problems in the gold mines and the
diamond mines. There is already a
significant local cutting industry and
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN HIGH TECH

In this land of ice and snow
a tech cluster just might go

All the news that doesn’t fit in print is on the SCANsite
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University of Ottawa

High-Tech Graduates
Meet Success through
Entrepreneurship
Jason Kealey completed his master’s in computer
science with a perfect 10 GPA. During his undergraduate studies, he became a member of the
Golden Key International Honour Society and
received the University of Ottawa’s Gold Medal for
the best average in the Faculty of Engineering.
A junior member of the Ordre des Ingénieurs
du Québec, Etienne Tremblay completed his
bachelor’s degree in software engineering with
the management option. After graduating, he
joined Cybectec, a manufacturer of software
solutions for the electrical industry, where he
played a key role in software development.
Together, these young entrepreneurs have already
made their mark in the business community.
Their start-up company, LavaBlast, won the
Montreal-East prize in the technology and innovation
category of the 2008 Quebec Entrepreneurship
Contest. LavaBlast serves the franchise industry,
designing integrated software solutions that
simplify day-to-day franchise management.

Etienne Tremblay,
B.A.Sc. 2006 software
engineering

Jason Kealey,

B.A.Sc. 2005 software
engineering, M.C.Sc. 2007
computer science

Though computer programming has always
fascinated Jason and Etienne, the University of
Ottawa taught them how to create maintainable
software, transforming them into successful
engineers. What’s more, along with technical
expertise, their University of Ottawa experience
gave them business and professional skills that
spawned an entrepreneurial spirit—simply put,
a well-rounded education that’s proven a catalyst
for innovation and opportunity.
Jason and Etienne remain connected to the
University of Ottawa by supervising students’
software engineering projects.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca

www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Networks ...from page 1
New media tools also come in to
play for those who don’t necessarily
have the time to make some of the inperson meet-ups.
Anyone who missed Mr. Fitzpatrick’s presentation at Ramius can still
view a video of his talk, which has
spread like wildfire among local technology bloggers, at his website, .
Similarly, Social Media Breakfast
sessions usually appear in podcast
form a short time after they are completed, courtesy of Ottawa podcasting
maverick Mark Blevis (markblevis.
com).
So while connecting and doing
business online may be one of the
fastest growing trends at the moment,
it’s clear looking around the city that
there’s still plenty of room for traditional ways of meeting, talking and
swapping cards.

All the news
that doesn’t fit
in print is on
the SCANsite

www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Planning products for market success
By Peter Fillmore

T

oday’s story began as I watched
Caroline Somers teach “Product
Management” at the Entrepreneur’s Edge program of OCRI, a week
of intensive half day sessions on how
to manage a new company, or a new
product line. As an industry veteran at
Cassidy Bay Group, she outlined the
challenges of clarifying market needs,
and defining product solutions – the
work requires a great deal of business
experience as to “what we can sell” as
well as deep enough technical insight as
to “what we can build.”
Afterwards we talked about the role of
product line management (PLM) as one
of the pillars of innovation success. Ms.
Somers says that, “For many companies,
more time needs to be spent understanding the customer’s problem and how
your product will add value and then
translating that value into product attributes and features prior to full engineering ‘development.’ Also, the skills required for product management are hard
to find, the people doing the work have
to have insights into market behaviors,
sales experience, and a decent level of
technical awareness.” Her training session provides excellent ‘how to’ insights
on defining profitable products, plus a
structured way to get things done.
To get input from a local example,
I talked with Ian Curry, the CEO at
DNA Genotek.
This company is in the business of
collecting and processing DNA samples. According to Mr. Curry one of the
company’s assets is “our foundational
platform that could be used in dozens of
products – at the moment we have three
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product implementations in DNA and
RNA collections, as well as processing of
DNA. This could be expanded along the
lines of new product variations for the existing value chain in our current markets,
or new variations for new markets.”
In discussing the PLM work, Mr.
Curry comments that “the key is – you
need special people to do that job; I like
to tell people doing PLM that they are
at the center of a spinning wheel. From
their position at the hub they need to
lead every other functional group in the
company with direction, vision, and decisions. A PLM professional has to be
able to handle vast amounts of ambiguity while being vigilant at searching for
clarity. Then they need to make sure everyone on the spokes has clarity.”
Mr. Curry and his team use a fivestage gate process, outlined as follows.
At each gate a “go” or “no go” decision is made:
Gate 1 – The potential buyer is defined, with a problem to be solved, and
some preliminary info on the economic
value of solving that problem. Do we
want to investigate further? At this
stage Curry looks for a strategic fit with
other products, including the question
of fit with the existing sales channel.
Gate 2 – A business case is developed, including a demand creation and
adoption model – driving a revenue, cost
and profit outlook for the product. Is this
going to be a successful business?
Gate 3 – Product development is
where a lot of PLM time is spent, where
the rubber hits the road. Is development
on track to meeting our customer expectations? Have we built the product
that we need to meet our customer’s
needs and build this business?

Gate 4 – Quality assurance is making
sure that the company meets, and ideally
exceeds, the needs of customers. Can 10

out of 10 be assigned to the key question:
would you recommend us to colleagues?
More, see Product Line, page 6

Niche networks work well
for communities of interest

Enter First Run [firstrun.cc], a product of the Canadian Advanced
Technology
Alliance (CATA) put
together by interns
drawn
from AlgonROBERT JANELLE
quin College’s Interactive Multimedia program.
At first the site bears a striking resemblance to Facebook though red
ver the summer there has been is the dominant colour as opposed to
quite a bit of chatter about the Facebook’s blue. All the familiar social
convergence of social net- networking tools are there: a customizworks with traditional blogging.
able profile, the ability to network by
Much of this has been inspired by adding “friends” a messaging system
SixApart and Automattic, companies and of course, the ability to post articles
that are adding
and garner feedmore and more so- At first the site bears a back from other
cial features to their
Run users.
striking resemblance First
blogging platforms
It was while
(MovableType and
to Facebook though discussing the
WordPress respecfeedback
red is the dominant system’s
tively).
Though
functionality with
colour as opposed
the ideas are reCATA public really nothing new
lations associate
to Facebook’s blue.
they’ve
become
Emily Boucher
All the familiar
widely embraced.
(who acts as First
For the average
Run’s administrasocial networking
person, Facebook
tor) that I realized
tools are there.
and LinkedIn have
the true value in
been enough to stay
niche miniaturized
connected and provide updates for those social networks.
interested in following their exploits, but
Like many, one my main reasons for
moving those features to a stand-alone using social media tools is to keep the
blog has provided a way to have more self-promotion machine working and
control for the online content creator thus post most of my own articles to
especially in regards to Facebook’s im- my Facebook profile but I do realize
famous “walled garden” that keeps sub- that only a small number of my conmitted data trapped within the confines nections have any interest in “social
of their architecture.
media convergence.”
While the features have existed for
On a niche-specific network like
some time, new developments have First Run, the total audience size
made it easier than ever to pull written might be smaller but the majority
musings, photos, videos and data from have an interest in, say, looking over
other services into a single blog, giv- a student’s first draft of an article on
ing users complete ownership of their social media convergence. First Run
own online media while retaining the is the brain-child of CATA executive
social aspect of Web 2.0.
vice-president Barry Gander, who
All these developments have certainly has been heavily involved in social
been welcomed by corporations gaining media for some time. The site expesome social media culture and govern- rienced a soft launch in July and has
ment departments trying to break in. But amassed a small user base, mostly of
they have left me wondering about their them students attending the University
role in traditional media, which are in- of Western Ontario. A full launch is
creasingly moving toward a blog format. planned this month as students begin
To take statistics from the United heading into classes for the fall.
States (which would probably be similar
As the site grows, Ms. Boucher says
in Canada) Pew Research Center’s lat- she hopes to see new features added
est Biennial News Consumption Survey that would make First Run useful for
shows traditional newspaper consump- public relations students and other
tion among respondents dropping to 34 communications professionals, and
per cent in 2008 from 58 per cent in 1994. as a tool to match graduating students
At the same time, the group of people with publications in hiring mode.
surveyed who get their online news more
I have to say, I really wish all these
than three days per week has grown to 37 tools had been available to me when I
per cent from just two per cent in 1995.
was still in school.
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalist
So how do these numbers fit in to social media convergence? For this, we’ll who has plied his trade at the Citizen
need to look to the new generation of and Kingston’s Whig-Standard. A bilingual grad of Algonquin’s J-School,
journalists. While just starting to learn where he won awards for both writing
their craft they now have their own so- and photography, he is a self-confessed
cial network.
video game addict.
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
feature IP-based CCTV cameras to monitor high-crime areas, wireless cameras for
police vehicles and voice capability – all
supported by BelAir infrastructure.

Photo: Jennifer Buter, CR+A Events

PRESENT FOR THE MILLIONTH: From the left, David Martin,
Smart’s co-founder and executive chair, Nancy Knowlton, co-founder
and CEO, with friends and co-workers Elizabeth Potvin, Nick Potvin,
Don McDonell, David Popovich and Paul Auger.

Milestone reached in Kanata

Production of interactive whiteboards at SMART
Technologies hits seven digits as the one-millionth
SMART Board rolls off the line at SMART’s Kanata
facility on Palladium Dr., the Calgary-based company’s largest assembly and
warehousing centre. “This achievement marks a significant milestone for the
interactive whiteboard product category and distinguishes SMART as both the
category pioneer and leader with the best-selling interactive whiteboard in history,” says the company. Best known for its interactive whiteboard, a digital
display surface for presentations introduced in 1991, SMART has been steadily
expanding its Ottawa operations for more than 20 years. The company opened
its 260,000 sq. ft. purpose-built Kanata facility in October 2007.

A-V $7.3-M order
proceeds

After a year-long wait Allen-Vanguard
Corp. gets the nod to begin filling a
$7.3-million add-on order from Lockheed Martin for Symphony bomb jammer components, spares and accessories.
The deal, announced last August, is for
parts for the electronic counter-measure
component systems and a tie-in to an
existing contract for up to 1,000 Symphony jammers. “We are very pleased
to see orders for Symphony jammers
resuming after a long interval due to
delays in the procurement process under
the U.S. Foreign Military Sales (FMS)
system,” says CEO David Luxton.
“FMS sales entail lengthy export approval times but several orders from
various countries have been working
their way through the process for some
time. The order announced today is the
first to complete the process.” The order
is expected to be delivered before the
end of Allen-Vanguard’s fiscal year.

Stormont ups stake
in Clearford

SC Stormont acquires four million
common shares of Clearford Industries Inc., increasing its holdings in the
wastewater treatment products maker
to 17.5%. The shares represent about
15.59% of the issued and outstanding
common shares of Clearford, a client
of Stormont, which provides strategic
and executive leadership to SMBs in
exchange for equity. The company says
it acquired the stock for investment
purposes but did not disclose terms of
the transaction. Stormont now owns
4.5 million Clearford common shares.

New systems for UAE

March Networks signs a deal with United Arab Emirates, which has ordered its
VideoSphere intelligent video management solution for Ras Al Khaimah International Airport. Provided by March
partner Oasis Enterprises, based in
Dubai, and part of the airport’s US$16million renovation and enlargement project, the system of more than 100 VideoSphere encoders with embedded video
analytics will be used to increase security
in the main terminal and adjacent facilities. This is March’s first sale of the VideoSphere solution in the Middle East,
coming after two other contract wins this
year in the region through the company’s
recently acquired subsidiary CIEFFE.
Ras Al Khaimah International Airport
serves 27 airlines flying to destinations
in the Middle and Far East, Central Asia,
the Indian subcontinent and Africa.

Gear fighting crime
in South

Wireless technology from BelAir Networks is being deployed to combat
crime in two communities in the state
of Georgia. The Ottawa-based maker of
wireless mesh technology says the Temple Police Department and the Athens
suburb of Washington have “cut the
cord” for their new public safety communication networks. In the city of Temple,
near the Georgia border with Alabama,
police have installed a wireless mesh
network to help reduce interstate crime,
drug trafficking, prostitution, theft and
DUI-related accidents, while the town
of Washington has deployed a wireless
surveillance network to protect citizens
and the many tourists that visit the picturesque community. Together, the networks

Deal with GTA
reseller

CryptoCard adds Caledon, Ont.-based
Digica Solutions to its complement of
North American resellers, broadening
its Canadian market penetration. CryptoCard, which makes two-factor digital
token authentication technology, says
Digica is integrating its products into
value-added hosted technology offerings used largely by SMBs in the legal,
insurance, transportation and health-care
sectors.

$15 million raised

Ottawa-based solar cell technology
maker Cyrium Technologies takes in
$15 million in a series-B round. The
company says it plans to use the funding for ongoing development and testing
of its product, which concentrates solar
energy to generate more power from
smaller cells. “Cyrium’s momentum has
been building steadily and the concentrator photovoltaic market is poised for
rapid growth,” says CEO Steve Eglash.
“The strong support of all of our investors, including The Quercus Trust, will
help Cyrium to achieve critical milestones.” The financing round drew investment from BDC Venture Capital,
Chrysalix Energy Venture Capital and
Pangaea Ventures Ltd., as well as from
lead investor The Quercus Trust, based
in Costa Mesa, Calif. Cyrium, which expects to go to market soon, is already in
talks with potential customers.

Asian range widened

Optelian expands its presence in Asia,
signing a distribution deal with international telecom services company Teralight Ltd., which will sell and support
Optelian’s optical transport systems and
test tools in Pakistan. “Following on the
heels of other recently signed distribution agreements in Nepal and Korea,
this partnership is another step forward
in Optelian’s commitment to serving the
Asian market,” says the company. Optelian LightGAIN and LightPRO solutions are used by telecom, multi-service
operator, utility and enterprise customers
to optimize optical broadband services.

Sale closed

Clearford Industries Inc. finalizes the
sale of its Brooklin Concrete Division

and Boucher Precast Contrete Ltd.,
leaving it holding only its main wastewater treatment products business. The
sale, valued at about $65 million, puts
all Brooklin and Boucher assets in the
hands of Guelph’s Armtec Limiter
Partnership. As part of the deal, Clearford CEO Bruce Linton will stay with
Brooklin, surrendering his Clearford
post, but staying with the company as
a director.

Solution ‘goes live’

Mxi Technologies’ software is up and
running as the maintenance and engineering system for Boeing’s Derivative Airplane Programs (DAP). The
Ottawa-based company says its Maintenix aviation maintenance management software has “gone live” across
the entire fleet of aircraft managed and
supported by the Seattle-based DAP
business unit of Boeing Integrated
Defense Systems. The customer will
use Mxi’s solution for such operations
as management reporting, employee
scheduling and inventory tracking,
all at a lower cost and while ensuring
compliance with industry regulations.
More, see Nuggets, page 6
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nuggets
Antennas to India

Ottawa-based TenXc Wireless is shipping product
to India, having secured a deal to provide Indian
telecom operator Reliance Communications with
spectrum-efficient bi-sector array antennas for its
nationwide GSM network. “The significance of
this is that we’re a small company that’s had a large
impact in the international business domain; it’s not
easy to do business in India, especially for a small
company, but we’ve shown that’s possible,” says
company spokesperson Minya Gavrilovic. The
antennas will help increase the efficiency of radio
spectrum for Reliance’s second-generation telecom
service. Financial terms of the deal have not been
made public.

Marketing Taser competitor

Pacific Safety Products Inc. signs an exclusive agreement to market electronic stun guns
made by Stinger Systems, a Taser competitor, in the Canadian market. The Kanata-based
company says its subsidiary, APS Distributors, will market Stinger’s “less lethal” electronic immobilization devices, which use microcomputer technology to regulate the flow of
current. Taser International stun guns, widely
used by law enforcement, have been linked to
several highly publicized deaths in recent media reports.

Diablo raises $15 million

Gatineau-based semiconductor maker Diablo
Technologies secures $15 million for product
development in its second round of funding.
The series-B funding came from BDC Venture
Capital, GTI Capital and Celtic House Venture
Partners. The company is currently developing
new products based on its ultralow-power DDR3
technology.

Privatization bid dropped

Vector Capital’s plans to privatize Corel
Corp. come to a halt as the private equity
firm withdraws its offer to buy the shares of
the software maker not owned by Vector affiliate Corel Holdings L.P. In March CHLP,
which currently owns 69% of Corel’s stock,
announced a proposal to acquire the remaining
outstanding shares for $11 a piece in cash, a
price analysts say was too low. Neither Corel
nor Vector is commenting on the pullout.

Abu Dhabi nab

Searidge Technologies’ partner Bayanat Airports Engineering & Supplies LLC locks up
a deal to supply the Abu Dhabi International
Airport with Searidge’s IntelliDAR system
for advanced surface surveillance. “We are
excited to be part of the explosive growth
in the aviation industry in the Gulf region,”
says Searidge president Moodie Cheikh.
“Abu Dhabi International airport is a busy
airport with a reputation for deploying worldclass technology and we are pleased they
have selected the IntelliDAR system.” Using
Searidge’s digital imaging system along with
computer vision technology, air traffic controllers will be able to detect and monitor traffic movements, eliminate blind spots and prevent crashes on the Abu Dhabi airport’s new
runway. The solution also provides real-time
video surveillance.

Product line management ...from page 4
Gate 5 – Launch readiness is getting the rest
Product line managers need to do some analysis
of the organization up to speed – Is the sales and use some intuition, then make a decision on
force trained; can they clearly articulate the val- how to go forward – there has to be a bias toward
ue? Do they have detailed pricing? Does your action. As they proceed, some individuals may be
marketing group have the website up and run- unhappy with the direction. “That is normal – they
ning, marketing materials and partners ready? are worried about their spoke of the wheel,” as
Is the manufacturing operation ready to build Mr. Curry says. PLMs must gain the confidence
the product? Can you accept orders; is the order of everybody around the wheel. They need to be
system in place?
convincing speakers, writers, presenters. KnowAs a product moves forward through this pro- ing how important the diversity of communication
cess, according to Curry
skills will be, Mr. Curry
“The PLM cannot be
adds that, “when interviewA PLM professional has
afraid to make a mistake
people for a PLM job,
to be able to handle vast ing
– no decision is worse than
I always ask candidates to
a wrong decision. Making
send me pieces of writing
amounts of ambiguity
course corrections is part
they have done – it doesn’t
while being vigilant at
of the territory.”
matter what the topic is, I
Mr. Curry mentions that
want to see that they can
searching for clarity.”
the ambiguity is often a
write with clarity.”
big challenge. He likes to deal with this in meetAt this stage DNA Genotek has most of its
ings by asking “what is the vision,” to see if that complex design and development work done, so
can be made clear. Then, in standard startup fash- it doesn’t have to create complex products from
ion, the company can pursue that vision until they scratch. The PLM, marketing and sales resourcdiscover needed corrections. “The corrections es are now roughly 40% of the company’s workcan then be made as you go, since we’re smart force. In a company of about 40 people there are
enough people to do that.”
two product managers in marketing, along with
In product companies, says Mr. Curry, it’s im- the marketing VP and a marcom person. In sales
portant always to think about whether “our exist- there are about 12 people.
ing sales force can sell that product? There is a
Peter Fillmore manages PLM, marketing
big danger here. It’s easy to create a product that and sales for Avoca, an Ottawa company that
the sales force can’t sell. There may be reasons designs voice-enabled user interfaces for music
to go with a new sales channel, but it means we and media systems. For a copy of “User’s Dayhave to do the work to develop a new channel, in-the-Life”– a planning grid to help assess new
or retrain the sales channel, and then we need to market opportunities, send request via email.
re-direct marketing focus.”
Contact him at pfillmore@avocasemi.com.
 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Ecosystems

...from page 1

The preferred model for doing this of open source database management
today is the ecosystem.
software and development products.
Ecosystems are all about creating
Since the Redwood, Calif. company
a shared vision within a tech com- set foot in the capital two years ago,
munity, and then making products us- Andrew Ross, director of development
ing the underlying capabilities of that and “community activist,” has overseen
community. This communal approach the growth of the Ingres-based ecosysminimizes risk for individual ecosys- tem. The company’s Ottawa R&D team
tem members while providing global has two focuses, geospatial application
reach. Then value is created globally development in association with the
and appropriated locally.
Open Source Geospatial Foundation,
In an ecosystem, a small local com- and application development using the
pany can quickly become world-class award-winning Ingres CAFÉ frameas it draws on relationships and inter- work based on Eclipse.
dependencies within the ecosystem.
“Success has to be mutual for the
From open source software to biotech ecosystem to flourish,” says Mr. Ross,
medical devices to telephony hard- “Each organisation needs to see that beware, innovation and
ing part of the system is
collaboration span naworthwhile. The trust
We need a
tional boundaries.
within the ecosystem
A high-functioning system of starting reduces the transaction
ecosystem is not so
costs and increases
and growing
much concerned with
productivity. Working
companies that together lets you share
innovation at a lower
cost or outsourcing
do things faster
has speed, low risks,
non-core capabilities
and better than you
or procuring com- cost, and is flexible could otherwise.”
modities. Rather, it’s and immediately
While Ingres ecoall about using the best
system continues to
global in nature. flourish, CAFÉ, which
talent in the world to
share risk, reduce time,
garnered the Product
create bold innovaExcellence award at
tions and, most importantly, increase the LinuxWorld Conference & Expo in
revenue.
2008, is not only a winning example of
“Ecosystems are designed to recognize the Ingres ecosystem but also of Caropportunities and react quickly to them. leton’s TFN ecosystem, where fund[At TFN] we want to align investment ing, networking and student research
with globally distributed innovation, find for CAFÉ were all found.
mutually supportive roles for the memAnother local ecosystem success stobers in the ecosystem, and move towards ry is the Eclipse Foundation. Accorda shared vision,” says Dr. Bailetti. “We ing to Mike Milinkovich, executive
want to orchestrate innovation around the director, it is easy to measure Eclipse’s
world and leverage local strengths to cre- success as an ecosystem because “the
ate and appropriate value.
foundation has spawned a multi-billion
“We want to invest in the ecosystem dollar industry centred on its software
itself. The ecosystem gets its strength platform, with over 180 companies in
from risk-sharing, diversity with a the ecosystem and thousands of prodcommon purpose, and size. It be- ucts that use it as the development platcomes self-adjusting and flexible and form. It’s all about productivity and inscalable. This approach supports all novation at a rapid speed.”
stages of growth, not just the startup
Mr. Milinkovich’s experience with
company,” says Dr. Bailetti.
Eclipse has led him to a four-requireThe Ontario government and Car- ment formula for creating a software
leton have to date put approximately ecosystem: the community must have
$2 million into TFN, which is current- an extensible technology platform,
ly trying to raise millions more for a such as Firefox or Linux; it needs an
number of initiatives.
organization that encourages particiBesides TFN, there are several nota- pation in the platform; membership
ble ecosystems based in Ottawa, such must be inclusive; and all companies
as that nourished by Ingres, a provider involved must be on an equal footing.

It’s a formula that, apparently, isn’t successful ecosystem. “It needs to
Says Mr. Fathi, “Big companies
known to him alone.
help improve entrepreneurial culture, have the market and the ability to take
“Everyone is getting into the game,” provide a path to the market, continu- products to market, but they need insays Mr. Milinkovich, “[Even] Micro- ously promote and improve itself, and novation, and innovation is found at
soft has a thriving ecosystem for their disseminate knowledge,” he says, small companies. It’s difficult for big
products.
adding, “You need around 300 organi- companies to deal with little compa“A (software) ecosystem is different zations in [an ecosystem] for it to be nies and to find scalable technologies.
than a traditional “supply-chain” ap- healthy.”
That’s where ecosystems come in,
proach to software development, where
He points out that Carleton’s TFN has providing the interface and the scalone company owns the softable innovative technoloware and everyone else are
gies.”
An ecosystem needs to have
just suppliers of components,”
Mr. Milinkovich brings
an extensive set of technology
notes Mr. Milinkovich. “In
the point home, “Smaller and
an ecosystem, the technology
components that can integrate all bigger companies can all find
needs to have an extensive
a niche in the ecosystem and
set of components that can kinds of additions from developers. prosper.”
integrate all kinds of additions
In the end, a healthy techThe output is a platform for
from developers. The output
nology ecosystem needs
of an ecosystem is a platform innovation, measured by its ability to people, people getting out
for innovation. We measure expand and incorporate new niches to see what it has to offer,
an ecosystem by its ability to
and contributing and takexpand and incorporate new and to recover if a participant leaves. ing from it what they can.
niches and to recover if a parWith this in mind, do as Dr.
ticipant leaves the ecosystem.” He contin- been successful because it has grown to Bailletti would have you do, using
ues, “The ecosystem needs to be vendor include companies worldwide.
his favourite call to arms,: Get enneutral, have a core organization which is
Some of these are among the cor- gaged!
trusted to not take the opportunities out of porate elite, such as Nortel and IBM.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
the ecosystem for itself and away from It would seem these tech powers, with an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
the participants.”
their armies of R&D staff and legions and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
Eli Fathi, serial entrepreneur and of distributors, would have no need for Telfer School of Management. If you
CEO of IT and communications busi- an external resource like TFN, lead- have ideas for future market or techness accelerator OrbitIQ, has his own ing to the question, “What’s in it for nology focused articles, send them to
four-ingredient recipe for creating a them?
jbowen@ces.on.ca
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Algonquin College is at the forefront of research and innovation in the National Capital

region. The College’s Office of Applied Research and Innovation connects Algonquin students and
professors with local industries, businesses, non-profits, government, universities and other
organizations to realize groundbreaking research and development projects such as these:

Black Walnut Separator
Ontario’s current black walnut
industry remains largely untapped;
however, Treverrow Ltd. has plans
to change that. At Treverrow’s
request, Applied Research and
Innovation teamed students and
faculty with Treverrow’s own
experts to create a black walnut
harvester, shell cracker and
separator (to remove the meat from
the shell). This equipment will
enable Ontario’s black walnut
industry to take off.

UQO Cyberpsychology –
Graphic User Interface
Game Development students and
a professor at Algonquin are
working on an interface that will
completely change the face of
psychology. This interface makes it
possible to create a portable
version of a 3D simulator that is
currently in operation at the
Université du Québec en Outaouais Cyberpsychology Lab. The
interface will allow psychologists
to use laptops to bring simulator
technology right into the office in
order to treat patients with
phobias.

SeeWind PowerNode
In collaboration with SeeWind
Design Corporation, Algonquin’s
student/faculty team is developing
an environmentally-friendly power
intelligence solution designed to
keep office computer systems
running during a power failure.

More Information
algonquincollege.com/appliedresearch
mark.hoddenbagh@algonquincollege.com
613-727-4723 ext. 3227

hether it’s creating new market niches, or improving or repurposing current technology,
W Algonquin
College’s Office of Applied Research and Innovation continues to make
improvements to products and services that affect our lives every day.

Contact the Office of Applied Research and Innovation to discuss how Algonquin College
can help your organization with current and upcoming research projects. We are always on
the lookout for innovative projects on which to collaborate.
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